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Abstract

People often associate with others who share their hopes,
aspirations, beliefs and experiences. This sense of belong-
ing influences people when making friends be it physically
or on social networks. Most of the existing matchmaking
protocols just match-pair people without regards to the
number of attributes they have in common. In lieu of
these, we are proposing a hybrid matchmaking protocol
that seeks to help match-pair seekers find the most ap-
propriate pair. In our protocol, all private attributes are
certified by a mutually trusted third party. Also, a can-
didate becomes a matching-pair of an initiator when s/he
meets a criteria set by the initiator. In our protocol, the
number of attributes in the intersection set is known mu-
tually by both the initiator and the candidate but only the
matched-pair gets to know the actual attributes they have
in common. Furthermore, the protocol guards against
malicious and semi-malicious attacks.

Keywords: Attributes, hybrid, matchmaking, nonspoofa-
bility

1 Introduction

1.1 Contextualization

In recent times, mobile telephony has changed the way we
socialize and communicate. Currently, social networking
has made a lot of gains in the cyberspace. The Internet
has brought a new perspective about friends making and
socializing. People no longer makes friends only in their
neighborhoods and communities but also from all over the
world.

The hardware specifications of smartphones have been
dramatically improved to the level of personal comput-
ers along with friendly interfaces, improvements and us-
ability enhancements. The smartphones have WiFi and
Bluetooth interfaces that allow physically-close persons

to communicate. Hence, with these improved features of
smartphones, there is a growing tendency to access our
social networks on our smartphones than on our desktop
computers or laptops.

Furthermore, improvement in smartphones and peo-
ple’s eagerness to get information anytime-anywhere has
increased the usage of Internet on mobile devices. This
has brought the need for security of personal informa-
tion. Data owners online have a problem with their data
being used by unintended persons. Hence, the need to
protect information of users has become very important.
However, individuals can protect their own private or sen-
sitive information by restricting the intended purpose of
data access by denying the right to access for some pur-
poses [7].

1.2 Relevance of the Theme

Matchmaking is a key component of mobile social net-
working [37]. In mobile social networking, persons form
social networks based on a predefined criteria; for example
former school mates, members of a club e.t.c. However,
in a scenario where a person is looking for a recommen-
dation, any individual(s) is not good enough but an in-
dividual(s) with specific qualities is appropriate. This is
the premise of our research. The matchmaking protocol
in this paper has an initiator looking for a person(s) with
some particular characteristics to be his/her match-pair.
Hence, the person(s) who qualifies to be a match-pair of
the initiator should have a minimum number of attributes
in common with the initiator.

1.3 Research Question

In matchmaking protocols, the matched-pair can termi-
nate the protocol as a result of insufficient number of
attributes they have in common. When the protocol is
terminated, the individual’s attributes would have been
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known hence compromising the privacy and secrecy of
the attributes. Hence, how can a pair know they have
enough attributes in common before they exchange their
attributes? This question has necessitated this research.

1.4 Objectives

Protocols for matchmaking such as [1, 3, 6, 12, 16, 17, 24,
37] simply match-pair the initiator and the candidate(s)
without checking if they have enough attributes in com-
mon. The matched-pair at times terminate the protocol
as a result of insufficient number of attributes they have in
common compromising their attributes. However, proto-
cols in [18, 19, 35, 36] sort to solve this problem by assum-
ing that the candidate with the maximum intersection set
with the initiator is the best matching-pair. We have real-
ized that using this criteria is not good enough. Hence, as
our contribution to research, we formulate matchmaking
protocol that enables the initiator to check the number of
attributes s/he has in common with a candidate before be-
ing match-paired. The initiator of the matchmaking sets
a threshold number of attributes that candidate should
have in common with him/her. If a candidate possesses
at least these number of attributes, then the initiator and
the candidate exchange their attributes. The novelty of
our matchmaking protocol is that: (1) the initiator finds
a match-pair that has at least the preset threshold num-
ber of attributes (2) the number of common attributes is
known mutually by the persons in the protocol (3) the
actual attributes are known only by the matched-pair in
the protocol (4) the protocol can resist semi-honest and
malicious attacks.

1.5 Limitations of the Paper

The matched-pair will know the actual attributes of the
each other after they have exchanged them. Hence, a
malicious person can do attribute profiling of the other
persons s/he executed the protocol with. This protocol
cannot prevent such a person from doing this. This is the
main limitation of the protocol in this paper.

1.6 Structure of the Paper

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we take a
look at private set intersection in Section 2. In Section 3,
we present related work. Our protocol, the algorithm for
the matchmaking, the experimental implementation and
the security of our algorithms are presented in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2 Private Set Intersection

When two persons want to find the common items in
their individual private sets, they cannot just disclose
the content of their sets so as to know the common
items. This is what happens in matchmaking. Hence
this brings the need for private set intersection protocols,

PSI [1, 11, 13, 14, 15, 38]. PSI is a cryptographic proto-
col that allows two persons to compute the intersection of
their private sets without disclosing any other information
apart from what they have in common.

In PSI, the private inputs are chosen arbitrarily. This
facilitates attacks from malicious users to gain extra in-
formation from other users [2]. In order to prevent
this form of attack, authorized private set intersection,
APSI [5, 10, 34] is used. In APSI, private inputs are
certified by mutually trusted authority. Hence, in match-
making protocols with variants of APSI, all the private
input sets are certified by a mutually trusted party. The
certification of attributes binds the private data sets to the
data owners. This prevents the data owners from modify-
ing their inputs so as to gain extra-information from other
users. Certification of private data sets is important as
no secure multi-party protocol can prevent a person in a
protocol from cheating by changing his/her input before
the protocol begins [2].

Certification of private inputs prevents malicious per-
sons from claiming possession of fictitious data items in
an attempt to find out if the other users possess those
data items. In a distributed system framework, mutual
authentication is becoming very important. Hence, it has
become necessary for a user in such a system to verify
the identity of the system or another user or node in the
system verifies itself to him/her. Consequently, both user
and the system may require some degree of authentica-
tion before information about them is released [9]. This
mutual authentication is usually done by contacting a
trusted third party. The use of a trusted third party
may encounter the following challenges: (1) it may not
be practical in a highly distributed system (2) sometimes
the parties may not be willing to trust the third party (3)
though the trusted third party may exist, it may not be
available to all parties at all times. In light of all these
problems, a solution researchers has developed is the use
of cryptographic techniques. These cryptographic tech-
niques enable users with private sets to verify whether or
not their sets agree without revealing the content of their
private sets.

3 Related Work

Baldwin and Gramlich [3] laid the foundation for match-
making in social network with the use of a trusted third
party protocol. Meldew [24] later proposed a protocol
that did not rely on the use of a trusted third party.
This protocol seemed to be more efficient than [3] as
there was no need for trusted third party to be contin-
uously available. In the matchmaking protocol proposed
by Zhang and Needham [40], the matchmaking protocol
depended on the availability of a public database service.
Even though this protocol is efficient, the security of this
protocol depends on the security of the hash function and
the encryption algorithm used. Freedman, Nissim and
Pinkas [38] also considered the problem of computing the
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intersection of private data sets of two parties, where the
data sets contain lists of elements taken from a large do-
main.

Shin and Gligor [32] observed that anonymity of proto-
col users, authentication of wishes and security in match-
making was fundamental to private matchmaking. Hence,
their proposed protocol sort to provide authentication for
users and wish matches; privacy resistance to off-line dic-
tionary attacks and forward privacy of users′ identities
and their wishes. In their paper, Sang and Shen [25] ad-
dressed privacy preserving set intersection (PPSI) prob-
lem. Their paper sort to solve the problems associated
with finding the intersection of data sets that are dis-
tributed on different sources while preserving the privacy
of the data sets.

Shamir [31] proposed a scheme that enables any pair
of users to communicate securely and to verify each
other’s signatures without exchanging private or public
keys, without keeping key directories and without using
the services of a third party. Camenisch et al. [4], pro-
posed the searchable encryption scheme that provides an
important mechanism to cryptographically protect data
while keeping it available to be searched and accessed
for matching information. In the scheme, they proposed
two encryptions; public key encryptions with oblivious
keyword search (PEOKS) and committed blind anony-
mous identity-based encryption. Lin et al. [21] proposed
efficient blind-key encryption protocols for anonymous
identity-based encryption and an anonymous hierarchi-
cal identity-based encryption. These schemes were used
in privacy preserving profiles searching (PPPS) problem.

Sun et al. [33] proposed a privacy-preserving scheme
for data sharing in social networks with efficient revoca-
tion for deterring a contact′s access right to the private
data once the contact is removed from the social group.
Zhang et al. [39] also propose a privacy-preserving verifi-
able profile matching scheme which is based on symmetric
cryptosystem and thus improves efficiency. It relies on a
pre-determined ordered set of attributes and uses it as
a common secret shared by users. However, the scheme
is not applicable to unordered sets of attributes such as
random capabilities. Cristofaro and Tsudik [9] considered
several flavors of private set intersection and constructed
some provably secure protocols. They proposed efficient
protocols for plain and authorized private set intersec-
tion and noted that, the choice between them depends
on whether there is a need for client authorization and/
server unlinkability, as well as on servers ability to engage
in pre-computation.

In matchmaking, persons make friends by match-
pairing. A match-pair is made when two persons have
some characteristics in common. In the quest to find the
attributes two persons have in common, some protocols
use either the trusted third party, the fully distributed
technique or the hybrid technique.

With the use of the trusted third party, the trusted
third party is involved in each step of the matchmak-
ing process. The trusted third party collects personal

attributes and location information, computes the inter-
section and notifies the matched-pair. Such protocol ap-
plications can be found in [12, 16, 17]. The use of the
trusted third party has got some well-known problems.

The fully distributed technique requires no trusted
third party in the whole matchmaking process. The op-
erations such as the distribution of personal attributes
data, the computation of the intersection set, and the dis-
semination of results are performed among multi-parties,
without any trusted third party. The attributes of the
users of this protocol are shared among multi-parties us-
ing Shamir secret sharing scheme, the computing of com-
mon attributes set are conducted among multi-parties as
well [36]. The fully distributed technique can be found in
matchmaking protocols in [6, 18, 22, 23].

The third technique in use is the hybrid technique − a
combination of the two fore-mentioned techniques. In his
technique, the trusted third party is needed only for the
purpose of management and verification, and it does not
participate in the matchmaking. In [8, 19, 20, 26, 27, 28,
29, 30, 35, 36] are matchmaking protocols based on the
hybrid technique.

4 Our Matchmaking Protocol

In our quest to enable match-pair seekers find the most
appropriate pair while at the same time prevent their pri-
vate attributes from leaking, these protocols were formu-
lated. In order for the users of this algorithm to achieve
these said objectives, Algorithm 1 helps the initiator find
a user who has enough attributes with him/her. In our
protocol, the initiator sets a threshold number of at-
tributes, AThreshold that a user should possess so as to
qualify as a match-pair. Hence, a user of this protocol
becomes a match-pair of the initiator if the number of at-
tributes s/he has in common with the initiator is at least
AThreshold. The notations used in this paper are listed in
Table 1.

The matchmaking protocol we are proposing comprise
a certification authority (CA) that cannot be compro-
mised and other users. These users consist an initia-
tor, Alice and other persons called candidates. Each user
has a portable device that has wireless interfaces such as
Bluetooth or WiFi that is in communication range with
each other. Among the m candidates, k = 1, . . . ,m Al-
ice wishes to find a candidate(s) who possesses attributes
that are at least AThreshold. The CA generates an RSA
key-pair, (eCA, dCA) and N = pq, where p and q are large
prime numbers. The CA makes N and eCA public. Each
person in the protocol also chooses a username and an
ID, creates an RSA key-pair, (e, d). Alice creates an RSA
key-pair (eA, dA) and each candidate also creates an RSA
key-pair, (ek, dk). Alice makes eA and her username pub-
lic. Each candidate also makes ek and username public.

The attributes of Alice are A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}. Also,
for all the k = 1, . . . ,m candidates and h = 1, . . . , w
attributes, the attributes of each candidate is Ck =
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Table 1: Notations

Notation Explanation
RA Random number chosen by Alice, RA ←−r ZN/4
Rk Random number chosen by each candidate, Rk ←−r ZN/4, k = 1, . . . ,m
RB Random number chosen by Bob, RA ←−r ZN/4
IDk Identity of each candidate, k = 1, . . . ,m
IDA Identity of Alice
γkh Computation to certify each candidates’s attributes, γkh = SigndCA

(IDk||Ckh)
αj Computation to certify Alice’s attributes, αj = SigndCA

(IDj ||αj)
| IAk | Number of attributes Alice and each candidate have in common
| IkA | Number of attributes each candidate and Alice have in common

{ck1, ck2, . . . , ckw}.
Alice chooses a random number, RA ←r ZN/4. Each

candidate also chooses a random number Rk ←r ZN/4,
k = 1, . . . ,m. In this matchmaking protocol, attributes
are the same if they are semantically the same. Alice and
each candidate then encrypt their attributes, ID, their
random number, username, and the public key-pair of
his/her RSA key using the public key of the CA. Each of
the persons in the protocol sends his/her encrypted set to
the CA.

Alice sends EeCA
{A || IDA || RA || usernameA

|| RSApublickey, eA} to the CA. The CA certifies
the attributes of Alice and the attributes become
A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)}, where αj =
signdCA

(IDA||aj), j = 1, . . . , p. The CA returns A =
{(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)} to Alice. Alice then ex-
ponentiates each of her attributes with her random num-
ber and sends to each candidate. Each candidate receives
{aRA

1 , aRA
2 , . . . , aRA

p } from Alice.

Each candidate also sends EeCA
{Ck || IDk ||

Rk || usernamek || RSApublickey, ek} to the CA
for certification. After certification of each candi-
date’s attributes by the CA, the attributes become
Ck = {(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)}, where γkh =
signdCA

(IDk||ckh). Each candidate receives Ck =
{(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)} from the CA. Each
candidate exponentiates his/her attributes with the ran-
dom number and sends to Alice. Hence, Alice receives
{cRk

k1 , c
Rk

k2 , . . . , c
Rk

kw} from each candidate.

When Alice received {cRk

k1 , c
Rk

k2 , . . . , c
Rk

kw}, she
exponentiates it with her random number and
returns {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } to each can-
didate. Each candidate also exponentiates
{aRA

1 , aRA
2 , . . . , aRA

p } with his/her random number

and returns {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } to Alice.

With the knowledge of {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p }

and {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }, Alice computes
the intersection between her and each candidate
and outputs |IAk| ∈ {aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p } ∩
{cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }. Also, with the

knowledge of {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } and

{aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p }, each candidate com-

putes the intersection between him/her and Alice
and outputs |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }. The intersections |IAk| and
|IkA| computed in Steps 11 and 12 of Algorithm 1 by
Alice and each candidate respectively allow them to
know the number of attributes they have in common
with each other. The initiator, Alice then checks which
candidate has attributes |IAk| ≥ AThreshold.

Algorithm 1 Computing the Number of Common At-
tributes
Require: The CA has an RSA key-pair, (eCA, dCA) makes N and eCA

public.
1: Alice creates an RSA key-pair (eA, dA) and chooses a random num-

ber RA ←r ZN/4.
Also, each candidate creates an RSA key-pair (ek, dk) and chooses
a random number Rk ←r ZN/4, for all k = 1, . . . ,m.
Alice and each candidate make their RSA-keys eA and ek public.

2: Alice has private attributes A = {a1, a2, . . . , ap}. Alice sends
EeCA

{A||ID||usernameAlice||eA} to the CA.
3: After certification by the CA, the attributes of Alice become

A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)}, where αj =
signdCA

(IDA||aj).

4: Each of the k candidates has Ck = {ck1, ck2, . . . , ckw} attributes,
for all k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w. Each candidate sends
EeCA

{Ck||ID||usernamek||ek} to the CA.
5: After certification by the CA, the attributes become

Ck = {(ck1, γk1), (ck2, γk2), . . . , (ckw, γkw)}, where γkh =
signdCA

(IDk||ckh).
6: Alice exponentiates each of her attributes with her random number

and sends {aRA
1 , a

RA
2 , . . . , a

RA
p } to each candidate.

7: For all k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w, each candidate expo-
nentiates his/her attributes with the random number and sends

{cRk
k1 , c

Rk
k2 , . . . , c

Rk
kw} to Alice.

8: Alice computes {cRkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw } and sends to each

candidate.
9: Each candidate also computes and sends

{aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p } to Alice.

10: Alice computes the intersection between her and each can-

didate and outputs |IAk| ∈ {aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p } ∩

{cRkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw }.

11: Each candidate computes the intersection between him/her

and Alice and outputs |IkA| ∈ {c
RkRA
k1 , c

RkRA
k2 , . . . , c

RkRA
kw } ∩

{aRARk
1 , a

RARk
2 , . . . , a

RARk
p }.

12: The intersections |IAk| and |IkA| computed in Steps 11 and 12 by
Alice and each candidate respectively allows each of them to know
the number of attributes each has in common with the other.

Alice sends her username, the intersection she com-
puted and the username of the candidate whose at-
tributes is at least AThreshold to the CA. Alice sends
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EeCA
{usernameAlice|||IAk|||usernamek} to the CA. Each

candidate also sends his/her username, the intersection
computed and the username of Alice to the CA. Thus each
candidate sends EeCA

{usernamek|||IkA|||usernameAlice}
to the CA. The CA verifies |IAk| and |IkA|. If |IAk| =
|IkA|, the CA notifies Alice and the candidate(s) of a suc-
cessful match. However, if |IAk| 6= |IkA| the CA checks
who cheated. The CA the removes the cheat from the
protocol users.

For simplicity, lets us assume Bob was the only can-
didate whose attributes was at least AThreshold. Let RB
be the random number of Bob. Alice and Bob exchange
their random numbers using Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2
is an authenticated Diffie-Hellman protocol. Alice and
Bob agree on a primitive prime number, g. At the end
of Algorithm 2, both Alice and Bob will know each
other’s random number. Alice receives Bob’s random
number, RB and Bob also receives Alice’s random
number, RA. At the end of Algorithm 2, Alice sends the
random number received from Bob to the CA. Thus Al-
ice sends EeCA

{usernameAlice||usernameBob||RB}
to the CA. Bob also sends the random num-
ber he received from Alice to the CA by sending
EeCA

{usernameBob||usernameAlice||RA}. The CA veri-
fies if the random number Alice sent to Bob is the same
as that in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. Also, the CA verifies
if the random number Bob sent to Alice is the same as
that in Step 1 of Algorithm 1. If the CA observes that
the random numbers are the same, the CA then notifies
them. Hence, with the knowledge of RA and RB both
Alice and Bob can be able to know the actual attributes
they have in common.

Algorithm 2 Authenticated Diffie-Hellman protocol for
exchanging the random numbers of the matched-pair
Require: Alice has a random number RA and Bob also has a random

odd number RB .
1: Using the generator g, Alice computes and sends gRA = Enc(gRA ‖

IDA) to Bob.

2: Bob using the generator, g, computes gRB = Enc(gRB ‖ IDB) and

sends gRA ‖ gRB ‖ SignBob(gRA ‖ gRB ‖ IDA) to Alice.

3: Alice computes and sends SignAlice(gRA ‖ gRB ‖ IDA) to Bob.

4: Alice computes (gRA )RB and Bob also computes (gRB )RA

4.1 Experimental Implementation

Our protocol for computing the number of common at-
tributes was simulated in java. We focused only on the
execution time without considering the communication
time. In this simulation, the execution time is mainly de-
cided by the number of participants and the number of at-
tributes they possess. The prime numbers p and q we cho-
sen to be 1024 bits with RSA modulus of 1024 bits. Also,
each attribute was represented by 64 bits. The execution
time for the protocol was measured. The time duration
to run the protocol between an initiator and a candidate
constituted the execution time. The number of attributes
of the initiator was kept constant whilst the number of at-
tributes of the candidates were varied. In the experiment,

the number of users was varied k = 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25. The
initiator has the same number of attributes but the num-
ber of attributes of each candidate varied h = 5, 10, 15, 20.
The protocol was simulated on an hp-compaq laptop with
2.10 GHz processor and 4G RAM. In order to ensure the
accuracy of the execution time, the average of 80 repeated
execution times was used. Figure 1 is the graph of the
execution times for our protocol for the users and their
attributes. The x-axis shows the number of users and the
y-axis shows the execution time. The graph shows the
execution times for the varying number of users and users
attributes. It can be observed that the execution times
increases as the number of users and attributes increases.

Figure 1: Comparison of execution time for the number
of attributes

4.2 Security Analysis

In Algorithm 1, CA certifies users’ private attributes
to be used in the protocol. The certification of the
attributes binds the attributes to the attribute own-
ers. Hence, a user(s) cannot modify the attributes so
as to gain more information from others in the pro-
tocol. Also, in order to prevent the attribute owners
from modifying their attributes after the certification,
the CA does the following computation. The CA com-
putes and sends A = {(a1, α1), (a2, α2), . . . , (ap, αp)} and
Ck = {(ck1, αk1), (ck2, αk2), . . . , (ckw, αkw)} to Alice and
each of the other candidates respectively.

In Step 6 of Algorithm 1, in order to prevent a candi-
date from knowing her attributes, Alice exponentiates her
attributes with her random number. This exponentiation
will prevent a candidate from being able to know the at-
tribute ai from aRA

i , i = 1, . . . , p in polynomial time. Each
candidate also in Step 7 of Algorithm 1 exponentiates each
of the attributes so as to prevent Alice from being able
to know ckh from cRk

kh , k = 1, . . . ,m and h = 1, . . . , w in
polynomial time.

In Step 11 of Algorithm 1, Alice computes
the intersection set between her and each candi-
date. The computation of the intersection, |IAk| ε
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{aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } ∩ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }
allows Alice know only the number of attributes she has in
common with each candidate. Likewise, the computation
of the intersection, |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p } by each candidate allows
him/her know only the number of attributes the can-
didate has in common with Alice. At the end of Al-
gorithm 1, the initiator as well as each candidate will
know the number of attributes they have in common with
each other. Alice then checks which candidate’s |IAk| ≥
AThreshold. The candidate with |IAk| ≥ AThreshold then
becomes her match-pair. In this protocol, only candi-
dates with |IAk| ≥ AThreshold proceed to Algorithm 2. If
a person decides to terminate the protocol because the
number of attributes they have in common is small, the
actual attributes will be preserved.

In order to prevent semi-honest attack on Algorithm 1,
Alice and the candidate(s) who has |IAk| ≥ AThreshold at-
tributes send their intersection to the CA. The CA then
verifies if |IAk| = |IkA|. If |IAk| = |IkA| is verified suc-
cessfully, the protocol continues to Algorithm 2. However
if |IAk| 6= |IkA|, the protocol is terminated and the CA
checks who has cheated and removes the cheat from the
list of the protocol users.

In order to exchange their random numbers securely,
Alice and Bob execute Algorithm 2. The authenticated
Diffie-Hellman protocol in Algorithm 2 ensures that, there
is no meet-in-the middle attack by a malicious persons.
To further ensure that the protocol for this matchmaking
is secured, Alice and Bob send the random number they
received from each other to the CA. The CA then veri-
fies if the correct random numbers have been exchanged.
This is done so as to prevent semi-honest attack on the
protocol. When the CA observes that the random num-
bers are not the same, the protocol is terminated. The
CA then checks who might have cheated and remove the
cheat from the list of the protocol users.

4.2.1 Correctness of the Protocol

In Step 8 of Algorithm 1, Alice sends {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 ,

· · · , cRkRA

kw } to each candidate. Likewise, each candi-

date sends {aRARk
1 , aRARk

2 , . . . , aRARk
p } to Alice in step

9. Alice computes and outputs the intersection |IAk| ∈
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }∩{cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw }.
Each candidate also computes and outputs the
intersection |IkA| ∈ {cRkRA

k1 , cRkRA

k2 , . . . , cRkRA

kw } ∩
{aRARk

1 , aRARk
2 , . . . , aRARk

p }. The number of attributes
in |IAk| and |IkA| are the same, (|IAk| = |IkA|). Hence,
Algorithm 1 is correct. Also, at the end of Algorithm 2,
Alice computes (gRA)RB ; Bob also computes (gRB )RA .
Since (gRA)RB and (gRB )RA are the same, Algorithm 2
is also correct.

4.2.2 Preventing Other Attacks on the Protocol

In this paper, attack by persons outside the protocol is not
possible as a person needs to register with the CA to be

able to run the protocol. Also, part from Alice who knows
the number of candidates that are running the protocol
with her, no other protocol user does. As the candidates
do not know about the other candidates in the proto-
col, they cannot collude to know all of Alice’s attributes.
Hence, our protocol is collusion resistant. Nonspoofabil-
ity of the other users’ attributes is another characteristic
of our protocol. The attributes of the users in the pro-
tocol are certified hence, a user cannot query another′s
attributes without his/her knowledge.

5 Discussion, Implication, and
Conclusion

in real life, people who have many characteristics in com-
mon tend to be good friends. This behavior is also used
on social networks. Hence on social networks, the ability
to know the number of attributes a person has in com-
mon with the other before they become friends is also very
important.

Knowing the number of attributes a person has in com-
mon with the other before they exchange their attributes
prevents the termination of the protocol; keeps the pri-
vacy and security of the attributes. Hence, by implication
helps users feel more confident in using such protocols.

Matchmaking has becoming very popular on mobile
social networks. Hence, there is the need for secure and
privacy-preserving matchmaking protocol for MSN. This
research paper has effective proposed a matchmaking pro-
tocol that will enable an individual find a match on MSN.

The quest to know the number of attributes two in-
dividuals, each having a private set of attributes have
in common is becoming very important in matchmaking.
This knowledge can be extended to any database to as-
certain the items they have in common. Cloud computing
is gaining more popularity as a data storage facility hence
it is recommended the application of the knowledge from
this paper to compare the content of clouds.
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